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Abstract

TheGene Mention task is aNamed Entity Recognition (NER) task for labeling gene and gene product
names in biomedical text. To deal with acceptable alternatives additionally to the gold standard, we use
combinations ofConditional Random Fields (CRF) together with a normalizing tagger. This process is
followed by a postprocessing step including an acronym disambiguation based on Latent Semantic Analysis
(LSA). For robust model selection we apply 50-foldBootstrapping to obtain an average F-Score of 84.58 %
on the trainingset and 86.33 % on the test set.

Keywords: named entity recognition, text mining, data mining, conditional random fields, multi model ap-
proach

1 Introduction
In general, machine-learning solutions deal with a single truth. One characteristic in BioCreative 2006
compared to common NER tasks is that the training data contains acceptable alternatives for gene and
protein names next to the gold standard. One problem using only the gold standard is that this in-
formation is possibly more ambiguous than necessary. For example in the sentence “On the other
hand factor IX activity is decreased in coumarin treatment with factor IX antigen remaining normal.”
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Figure 1: Workflow of our system.

the gold standard is the twice annotation
of factor IX. The alternative annotation
gives the information that findingfactor
IX antigen is just as well. But in “The
arginyl peptide bonds that are cleaved in
the conversion of human factor IX to fac-
tor IXa by factor XIa were identified as
Arg145-Ala146 and Arg180-Val181.” the
gold standard is findinghuman factor IX
and factor IXa and factor XIa but the al-

ternative gives us the possibility offactor IX instead ofhuman factor IX.
We address that problem with a multi model approach using the Conditional Random Fields [5] implemen-

tationMallet [7] which showed superior results in BioCreative 2004 [4] and our previous works [2].

2 System Description
The developed system is inspired by [8, 9]. A sketch of the workflow can be found in figure 1. At first the
external toolsGeniaTagger [11] andProMiner [3] are called. Their results are used as IOB-features, which
form the input forMallet to build multiple Conditional Random Fields together with the sentences (in the file
train.in) and the annotation information (in filesGENE.eval andALTGENE.eval).
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Table 1: Strategies to combine different annotations. For the examples let us assume to havefibrinogen degradation
productsas annotation from the model trained on long annotations andfibrinogenandFDP as annotations from the model
trained on short annotations on the text partfibrinogen degredation products (FDP).

No. Strategy Example

1 Use long annotation first, then add short annotation
(without overlaps)

fibrinogen degradation products; FDP

2 Use short annotation first, then add long annotation
(without overlaps)

fibrinogen; FDP

3 Greedy: Combine both (with overlaps) fibrinogen; FDP ; fibrinogen degradation products

These multiple models deal with mentioned ambiguities by building one annotation out of the shortest
possibilities and one out of the longest ones, each without overlaps. In the first example sentence mentioned in
the introduction the short annotations are the ones from the gold standard, but in the second sentence we would
usefactor IX instead ofhuman factor IX.

The generated models can then be used for tagging the new sentences (here we assume them to be in the
file test.in) followed by the combination of these different outputs. We tried three different methods displayed
in table 1. In the example in the second method nothing is added because the long annotation overlaps the short
annotation.

The last step is postprocessing. Unequal numbers of closing or opening brackets are corrected and an
acronym disambiguation using latent semantic analysis is conducted. It concerns the high frequent ambiguous
acronymsCAD, CSF, REM or CAP. This concept study works here only at the sentence level but can be shown
to be more powerful, if the full sentence context will be available.

3 Analysis and Results
For selecting the training parameters of the conditional random fields we use bootstrapping [1] with 50 repli-
cates having approximatly 9480 training and 5520 validation examples in every replicate.

In our rich feature set we have different types of features like morphological [8] (some automatically gener-
ated [10]), dictionaries ([6] and self-made), offset conjunction and part-of-speech/shallow parsing information
from theGeniaTagger [11]. Additionally we use the tagging information of theProMiner [3], which achieves
a precision of 0.88 on the training and 0.87 on the test set but a lower recall.
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Figure 2: Influence of features estimated by omitting them.

Two classes of parameters are most important:
The combination and selection of features and the to-
kenisation of the text. The impact of each feature or
group of features was computed by building a condi-
tional random field without them. It is displayed in
figure 2. Morphological features are of overwhelm-
ing importance followed by offset conjunction. Inter-
estingly the ProMiner has only a minor impact on the
training set but improves results on the test set (with
2%). So it can be concluded that the performed ap-
proximative search has a higher impact than the sim-
ple dictionary matching.

The improvement of combinations of features is
complex as can be seen in the case of prefixes. We

detect an higher importance of using prefixes and suffixes of all lengthes (2–4) in comparison to only using
these with length 2. This is not expectable because prefixes and suffixes of length 3 and 4 have no impact.
This is an example for features not being independent as can also be seen in figure 2. It is not possible to have
a greedy analysis of all combinations of the features because of prohibitive training times (about 1–2 hours,
depending on the size of the feature set). Instead we conducted a systematic feature analysis based on attribute
groups.

Analysing the tokenisation, we started with a complex tokenisation (inspired by [9]) reaching a mean F-
score of 0.821 (using bootstrapping) on the system trained on the gold standard information inGENE.eval.
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Table 2: Results on the trainingset (averaged over 50 bootstrap replicates) and on the test set after postprocessing and
disambiguation (Standard deviation is given in brackets, submitted runs are marked with a *).

Bootstrapping on Trainingset On Testset

Model Precision Recall F-Score Precision Recall F-Score

Long 86.30 (0.0065) 79.53 (0.0094) 82.78 (0.0064) 87.41 80.29 83.70
Short* 86.87 (0.0054) 81.94 (0.0106) 84.33 (0.0069) 88.57 83.83 86.13
Greedy* 80.21 (0.0069) 89.47 (0.0057) 84.58 (0.0047) 82.02 90.63 86.11
Long first* 85.38 (0.0060) 83.63 (0.0079) 84.50 (0.0055) 87.27 85.41 86.33
Short first 83.83 (0.0063) 84.81 (0.0065) 84.32 (0.0048) 85.50 85.61 85.56
GENE.eval 86.61 (0.0071) 81.76 (0.0123) 84.11 (0.0076) 87.86 83.53 85.64

Splitting always on dashes improves the results to 0.835.
The results of our systems on the training set and on the test set are displayed in table 2. The ratios between

the experiments on the test data and on the training data with different models are similar, so we can assume
bootstrapping as an appropriate choice for model selection. We see that it is already useful only to select a
special subset of the alternatives for training: The annotation made by the short expert yields in better results
than the one inGENE.eval. The combination of the short and long ones has further impact dependent on the
strategie: Adding the short and long annotation the greedy way yields in a very high recall but a lower precision
than the other methods. Using the long annotation and adding the short one gives us an higher precision and
the highest F-Score of the different strategies.
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